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Round 10 – October 12th 

Cadets 

Heat 1 

Ben Surtees-Wheat started off in front as they came through turn 4 and but as 6 drivers bunched up 

at turn 5, without enough room to pass through, Ben dropped down to 6
th

.  Connor Brown, Oliver 

Hallsworth and Luke Richardson were battling for the top spots in the middle section of the heat, 

with less than 3 seconds between them all.  Luke Richardson was pressing for position on the final 

lap and managed to squeeze past Connor Brown on turn 11 to take the chequered flag and the win. 

Heat 2 

Connor Brown and Reeza Ansari started off out in front in the second cadet heat, Oliver Mooij was 

hot on their tail through the first lap as he attempted to move past.  He did it on the end of the lap 

and climbed to second, with Seb and Connor close behind.  Reeza dropped down to last as he 

ould ’t ai tai  his pa e ith the rest.  Oli er slipped through to lead the way in first place, Seb 

was close behind in second with Connor in third after 6 laps.  Connor managed to power through on 

the inside of turn 9 on the final lap to take second place from Seb, Oliver took the win by 0.331 

seconds and a fastest time of 1.01 minutes. 

Heat 3 

Ethan, Kallum and Seb were top of the grid for the heat as they sped through the corners neck and 

neck on the opening lap.  Seb powered past them on the second lap to take first place and began to 

move away with some real intent to build a solid lead.  Ethan and Kallum slipped further back as 

Dale Whitaker slipped past them into second place through the middle section of the track on the 5
th

 

lap.  The heat began to spread as they approached the final lap with very little action and around 3 

seconds between each of the drivers.  Seb took the win with ease followed by Dale in second and 

Ethan in third. 

Heat 4 

Kameron Khan, Oliver Hallsworth and Luke Richardson led the way through the first few laps as 

Kameron looked to pull away.  After 3 laps he had built around a 4 second lead, 6 seconds after 4 

laps and over 8 seconds after his 6
th

 lap.  Oliver and Luke held strong in 2
nd

 and 3
rd

, however William 

almost closed down Luke on the final lap and finished less than half a second behind him in fourth.  

Kameron won with a commanding lead and cruised across the finish line with time enough spare for 

a cup of tea and a sausage roll before the rest of the drivers crossed the line. 
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Heat 5 

Kameron Khan showed his form in this 5
th

 cadet heat as he powered his way to victory with a 7 

second lead.  The other 5 drivers spread out quite quickly with Connor coming in second and 

Boude ij  i  third pla e.  There as ’t a huge a ou t of a ti ity i  this heat hi h as to e 
expected with the smaller grid size. 

Heat 6 

Another reduced grid size led to an even spread of drivers as they pulled away from each other early 

on.  Dale Whitaker won with Oliver Mooij in second place, Cameron Jewell followed in third place 

after just managing to beat Lewis Tyler. 

Heat 7 

Max put in a best lap time of 1.01.357 seconds as he powered forwards to take the win by 6.480 

seconds.  The rest of the heat was fairly spaced out as the drivers struggled to challenge for position.  

Max Oshaughnessy, Joshua Griffiths and Oliver Hallsworth took the top 3 places in the 7
th

 cadet heat 

of the day. 

Heat 8 

William Davison and Dale Whitaker were first off the mark in the opening few laps.  Cameron Jewell 

made a fantastic move through the inside of turn 9 on the third lap to jump up into 2
nd

 place.  Dale 

and William were battling either side of him to try and grab as many points as possible in the 

penultimate heat of the day.  Sammy and Brandon were having a great tussle in fourth and fifth 

place as things started to heat up.  Brandon then committed an ABC on the final lap at turn 4, he 

then received a lap deduction due to this infringement.  William took the win followed by Dale in 

second and Cameron in third place. 

Heat 9 

Kameron Khan was in front for the final cadet heat of the day and showed his class with another fast 

start and a 1.00.418 second lap time.  Max and Luke started in second and third places and looked 

strong in the opening laps.  Oliver Mooij was pushing for some points as he climbed from 7
th

 to 

fourth after 4 laps, he then continued to push and jumped into third place and just behind Max in 

second with a few laps to go.  It remained this way as Kameron strolled across the line and took 

another win in the final heat. 
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C Final 

Ben Surtees-Wheat and Lewis Tyler were out in front and battling to be promoted to the B Final.  

Reeza Ansari and Brandon Miah followed in 3
rd

 and 4
th

 position close together but not challenging 

for the top places at all.  Ben sped away after 5 laps and had built a sizeable 11 seconds lead which 

put him in an almost certain position to move into the B Final.   

B Final 

William Davison and Oliver Hallsworth were the favourites to progress into the cadet A Final as they 

shot off from the grid and over the start line.  William took an early lead and was 1.6 seconds in 

front after 3 laps.  Oliver was trying his best to keep up but found himself gradually slipping back 

from the leader, over 7 seconds after 8 laps.  Joshua, Sammy and Boudewijn were in 3
rd

, 4
th

 and 5
th

 

having a close battle between themselves, but it would not be enough to put them through to the A 

Final.  William was flying with a fastest time of 1.00.506 seconds and a 9 second lead as he took the 

chequered flag and moved on to the A Final. 

A Final 

Kameron Khan led the way with Dale and Oliver close behind.  Dale struggled off the line and Oliver 

climbed into second place.  William Davison jumped from last to 5
th

 place on the first lap as he 

chased down 4
th

 placed Luke Richardson.  Kameron and Oliver were separated from the rest by over 

2.5 seconds after 3 laps and the fight for the win seemed to be with these two at this point.  

Kameron held strong in front but Oliver held the fastest time after 4 laps.  Then Kameron fought 

back to cement his position in the lead with a fast time of 1.00.227 and expanded his lead to almost 

a second at 0.993.  William was on his own in third place, too far behind the leaders to challenge but 

4 seconds in front of fourth place.  As they entered the 9
th

 lap Kameron had begun to move away 

with a 1.3 second lead as Oliver started to slip.  William Davison saw his chance as he found some 

great speed on the 9
th

 lap and powered past Oliver to take second place and try to gain some ground 

on Kameron.  They all maintained position going into the final lap as Kameron crossed the line to 

take the win, William 1.265 seconds behind in second and Oliver in third. 
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Juniors 

Heat 1 

Jefferson kicked off the first heat of the day with a move gaining advantage by contact on the 1
st

 lap, 

he received a black flag and time penalty as a result.  Levi Anderson and Dean Thomas led the way 

early on as the sun began to break through and dry out the moisture left on the circuit.  Archie 

Forber was making a break during his 4
th

 and 5
th

 lap as he climbed to the top in front of Dean and 

Levi, there was a really close tussle between all of the top four as they chopped and changed 

positions. Levi took the win with Archie in second, George Hucknall managed to squeeze past Dean 

towards the end to grab third place and the points. 

Heat 2 

An accident at turn 10 on the second lap caused a mix-up in drivers as they changed positions across 

the board.  Dean Thomas, Oliver Simpkins and Archie Forber were holding strong out in front from 

the early stages of the second junior heat of the day.  Dean had built a commanding 3.9 second lead 

over Oliver, who held almost 3 seconds over Archie.  Kai Mack and Harrison Pughe were battling for 

fourth a little further back but had no chance of getting a top position in this heat as they drifted 

away.  Dean took the win with a fastest time of 1.00.883 second lap, Oliver and Archie remained in 

second and third. 

Heat 3 

Tyler Fossey, Harrison Pughe and Jefferson Cardenas were the top three drivers as we began to get 

stuck in to the junior national heats.  Harrison made his move early on and pulled far away from the 

field, creating an 11 second lead, Jefferson, Tyler and Ben were less than a second apart throughout 

the entire heat as they tried to gain more points and jump up from the 2
nd

, 3
rd

 and 4
th

 positions.  As 

they approached the final corners it ended up with Harrison, Jefferson and Tyler taking the top 

spots. 

Heat 4 

Benjamin Lewis and Sam Dickins led the way from the off with Levi, Matthew and Kai all challenging 

for the top spots.  All was going well throughout the heat with some close action from the top 5 

drivers as they battled for position with less than 2 seconds separating them.  As they approached 

the final lap Benjamin was in the lead, Kai made a fantastic move through the inside of turn 9 and 

powered through into second place to make it stick as he approached turn 10.  Then as Kai turned 

Sam ploughed into the side of him and pushed him off the track to take position, Sam was then 

deducted a lap for his trouble and finished last.  Benjamin took the lead followed by Levi in second 

and Matthew in third. 

Heat 5 

Archie Forber and Oliver Simpkins looked to be the front runners in the penultimate junior heat.  

Bailey Bateman was behind but was struggling to mount any sort of challenge after the opening laps.  

The closest battle after 4 laps was between Oscar Lancaster and Matthew Tubby for 4
th

 place, Oscar 

held the position but Matthew powered passed him on the inside of turn 9 as he found some grip 

and took the place from him.  As the drivers entered their final lap Archie was out in front with a 4.9 
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second lead, Oliver Simpkins in second and Bailey Bateman in third.  There was a large distance 

between all drivers apart from 4
th

 and 5
th

 placed Matthew and Oscar as Archie took the chequered 

flag. 

Heat 6 

The final national heat got underway with Levi Anderson pulling away from the field by over 3.5 

seconds after 4 laps.  Alex Masefield and George Hucknall followed in second and third with less 

than 0.09 seconds between them as they battled through turn 1 of their fifth lap.  Benjamin Lewis 

a d Kai Ma k ere ot too far ehi d the  ut had ’t ou ted a serious halle ge at this poi t.  
George Hucknall powered through the 2

nd
 corner into second place but again struggled to make it 

stick as now 4 drivers were nose-to-tail from 2
nd

 to 5
th

 places.  Benjamin Lewis came out on top of 

that group after 6 laps with Alex Masefield and George chasing him down.  Levi pulled away to win 

by 9.454 seconds, Benjamin second with a 0.2 second lead over third placed Alex. 

 

B Final 

Alex Masefield takes the lead through turn one, with Sam Dickins bringing up the back of the pack.  

Ben Mills and George Hucknall took the lead as they moved past Kai and Alex.  George and Ben were 

chopping and changing at the front for the duration of the B Final, showing just how much they 

wanted to progress into the A Final and have a chance at the main prize.  After 8 laps there was only 

0.195 seconds separating them with a fastest time from George at 1.00.339. Alex and Kai were 

racing well but not posing any threat to the top 2 as they were over 5 seconds behind. George held 

on strong out front and managed to keep Ben at bay as they crossed the finish line with less than 0.2 

seconds between them.  George would then move onto the A Final and attempt to gain some 

valuable championship points. 

A Final 

Levi Anderson held pole position with Archie and Benjamin following closely.  Oliver Simpkins lost 

out on the opening lap and dropped to seventh place from fourth.  Levi struggled to hold on to first 

as he lost out to Archie Forber through the middle section on the second lap.  Levi then went on to 

drop down to third place as Benjamin Lewis powered past on the 4
th

 lap.  Archie then lost out to 

Benjamin on the 5
th

 lap as he took the lead and began to pull away.  Levi was struggling to hold on 

and slipped down to 7
th

 as they approached the penultimate lap.  Dean Thomas was racing well and 

managed to climb to second place, until he was knocked off by Oliver Simpkins at turn 10 on the 

final lap.  Oliver was then deducted a lap and dropped to last place.  Benjamin Lewis powered to 

take the win, followed by George Hucknall in second place and Archie Forber in a respectable third 

after a solid performance throughout the day. 


